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By Dan Lechay

Ohio University Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Quarry: Poems, Dan
Lechay, "Marvelous, disquieting, extraordinarily beautiful book that meditates on fundamental
questions of time and change in and through a clear-eyed yet loving evocation of everyday
existence."Once or twice in a generation a poet comes along who captures the essential spirit of the
American Midwest and gives name to the peculiar nature that persists there. Like James Wright,
Robert Bly, Ted Kooser, and Jared Carter before him, Dan Lechay reshapes our imagination to
include his distinct and profound vision of this undersung region.The poetry of Dan Lechay,
collected in The Quarry, constructs a myth of the Midwest that is at once embodied in the
permanence of the landscape, the fleeting nature of the seasons, and the eternal flow of the river.
Lechay writes of memory and the mutability of memory, of the change brought on a person by the
years lived and lost, and of the stoic attempts made by those around him to elicit an order and
rationale to their lives.The Quarry is the first full-length collection from this seasoned poet. Final
judge Alan Shapiro in writing about The Quarry said: "If Dan Lechay's poems often begin...
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Completely essential study ebook. This is for all those who statte there was not a well worth reading. I realized this book from my dad and i recommended
this publication to find out.
-- Ja r r ell K ova cek-- Ja r r ell K ova cek

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. I have read through and i also am confident that i will likely to study again once again in the future. I am
very happy to tell you that here is the best pdf i have read through in my personal existence and may be he finest ebook for actually.
-- Ma belle Tillm a n-- Ma belle Tillm a n
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